● The National Bank of Poland is putting into
circulation coins commemorating 180 years of central
banking in Poland, with the following face values:
On 27 March 2009

2 zł

- struck in standard finish, in Nordic Gold,

The National Bank of Poland
holds the exclusive right to issue the currency
in the Republic of Poland.
In addition to issuing coins and banknotes of general
circulation, the NBP issues collector coins and banknotes.
The issue of collector items is designed both to commemorate

On 30 March 2009

200 zł – struck in proof finish, in gold,
10 zł	– struck in proof finish, in silver.

c o i n s

events, anniversaries and well-known personalities and to disseminate knowledge about Polish culture, science and tradition.
Since 1996, the NBP has also been issuing occasional
Nordic Gold coins of 2 złoty denomination.

All coins and banknotes
issued by the NBP are legal tender in Poland.
coins issued in 2009 coins issued in 2009

Information on the schedule of issue
and the sale of coins can be found at the websites:

www.nbp.pl
www.numizmatyka.nbportal.pl

The coins have been struck
at the Polish Mint Plc in Warsaw.
Edited and printed: NBP Printing Office

180 years
of central banking
in Poland

180 years of central banking in Poland
● The origins of central banking in Poland – as in many European
countries – go back to the first decades of the XIX century. The first
Polish issuing bank was the Bank of Poland established in 1828 in the
Kingdom of Poland. It was a state bank, with its share capital coming from
governmental funds. It performed issuing tasks (zloty-denominated bank
notes exchangeable for silver coins), operated as the bank of the state
(servicing public debt, keeping public institutions’ deposits and funds),
and functioned as a credit and deposit bank providing support for the
development of the state industry and infrastructure. In 1870 its issuing
privileges were taken away by the Russian authorities and consequently,
in 1886, the Bank of Poland went into liquidation. The bank’s assets and
branches were taken over by the Russian State Bank.
● In the twentieth century four different institutions, one by one,
performed the tasks of the issuing bank in Poland: the Polish National
Loan Office, the Bank of Poland, the Issuing Bank in Poland and the
National Bank of Poland.
● The Polish National Loan Office (1917-1924) issued currency,
performed credit, deposit, as well as remittance operations. At the end of
1923, extensive lending activity, and extending loans to the state through
new issues of the Polish mark in particular, led to the most destructive
hyperinflation in the history of Poland.

● The Bank of Poland was established in 1924 as a joint stock company
with mixed ownership, which was supposed to guarantee the bank’s
autonomy in relations with the government. The most important body
was the Bank Council representing its shareholders. The main task of the
Bank of Poland was to maintain the stability of the zloty. The institution
combined the duties of an issuing bank (issuing zloty-denominated bank
notes in accordance with the Gold Exchange Standard), the bank of the
state and a commercial bank. It gave loans to banks and directly to the
business sector, applying discount and lombard rates, restricting credits
and checking bills of exchange. It performed particular tasks for the State
Treasury (operating accounts free of charge, no-interest credits up to
a statutory amount). The activity of the bank was, however, interrupted
by the war. The bank administration was evacuated to London, together
with the most valuable documents, gold reserves and foreign currencies.
In the General Government, the German authorities set up the Issuing
Bank in Poland.
● In January 1945, the National Bank of Poland was established.
The Issuing Bank in Poland was closed and the issuance privileges of the
Bank of Poland were waived (the bank was liquidated in 1951). The NBP
combined the tasks of a central banking institution with those of a state
organization cooperating with the state administrative bodies towards
the realization of the monetary and credit policy, whose direct goals were

set up by the Ministry of Finance. The NBP’s position in the financial and
economic system of the People’s Republic of Poland was far from that of a
typical central bank in a market economy.
● After the change of political system in 1989, the status and tasks
of the NBP were significantly transformed. The main goal of the NBP
was to strengthen the Polish currency. Transformation into a two-tier
banking system was fundamental for the introduction of monetary
policy instruments typical for market economies. The NBP is an issuing
bank, a banks’ bank and a bank of the state. As an issuing bank, it has
the exclusive right to issue notes and coins of the Republic of Poland.
As a banks’ bank it determines the rules of the banks’ refinancing,
decides on the interest rates policy and the reserve requirement. This way
it helps to shape the economic policy of Poland. As a bank of the state,
the NBP provides cash-settlement services to the central budget units
and performs other statutory defined duties, however, it cannot grant
credits to the State Treasury. The National Bank of Poland enjoys a high
degree of autonomy.
● Since 1997, the Monetary Policy Council has been the NBP’s main
body responsible for realization of NBP’s fundamental tasks.
Cecylia Leszczyńska, Ph.D.
Warsaw University
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metal 900/1000 Au ■ finish proof ■ diameter 27.00 mm
weight 15.50 g ■ mintage (volume) 8,500 pcs

metal 925/1000 Ag ■ finish proof ■ diameter 32.00 mm
weight 14.14 g ■ mintage (volume) 92,000 pcs

metal CuAl5Zn5Sn1 alloy ■ finish standard ■ diameter 27.00 mm
weight 8.15 g ■ mintage (volume) 1,300,000 pcs

obverse: In the center, an image of the Eagle established as the State Emblem
of the Republic of Poland. Above the Eagle, the notation of the year of issue,
2009. Below the Eagle, an image of the coat of arms of the Kingdom of Poland
from the times of the November Uprising. On the left side of the coat of arms
an inscription: 200, on the right side of the coat of arms an inscription: ZŁ.
At the top, a semicircular inscription: RZECZPOSPOLITA POLSKA. The Mint’s
mark, M/ W, under the Eagle’s left leg.
Reverse: On the right side, a stylized image of Ksawery Drucki-Lubecki. Below,
an inscription: KSAWERY/DRUCKI-LUBECKI. In the background, the head office
of the Bank of Poland in Bankowy square in Warsaw. At the top, on the left side,
an inscription: 1828/2008. In the rim, an inscription: 180 LAT BANKOWOŚCI
CENTRALNEJ W POLSCE.
Coin designer: Ewa Tyc-Karpińska

obverse: At the top, an image of the Eagle established as the State Emblem
of the Republic of Poland. At the bottom, on the left-hand side, a stylized image
of the head office of the Bank of Poland in Bielańska street in Warsaw.
At the bottom, on the right side, the notation of the year of issue, 2009. Below,
an inscription: 10 ZŁ. At the top, a semicircular inscription: RZECZPOSPOLITA
POLSKA. The Mint’s mark, M/W, under the Eagle’s left leg.
Reverse: A stylized image of Władysław Grabski. On the left-hand side,
an inscription: 1828/2008. At the bottom, against the background of a stylized
image of a 10 zloty note from the year 1919, diagonally, facsimile of Władysław
Grabski’s signature. In the rim, an inscription: 180 LAT BANKOWOŚCI
CENTRALNEJ W POLSCE.
Coin designer: : Ewa Tyc-Karpińska

obverse: An image of the Eagle established as the State Emblem of the Republic
of Poland. On the sides of the Eagle the notation of the year of issue: 20-09, below
the Eagle, an inscription: ZŁ 2 ZŁ, in the rim, an inscription: RZECZPOSPOLITA
POLSKA, preceded and followed by six pearls. The Mint’s mark, M/W, under the
Eagle’s left leg.
Reverse: At the top, an inscription: 180 LAT/BANKOWOŚCI/CENTRALNEJ/
W POLSCE. Below, an inscription: 1828/2008. At the bottom, in a semicircular
fashion: two zloty coin from the Kingdom of Poland from the year 1831, one zloty
coin from the Republic of Cracow, ten zloty coin from the year 1833, ten zloty coin
struck at the 20th anniversary of marching out of the First Cadre Company, five
grosz occupation coin struck on a Polish coin from the year 1939.
On the edge: An inscription: NBP, repeated eight times, every second one
inverted by 180 degrees, separated by stars.
Coin designer: : Ewa Tyc-Karpińska

